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Survey - Adults (18 to 55 Years)

How to complete this survey

About the survey

X

Wrong

_-

Use only black pen. Do not mark any areas outside the box.     
Most questions are answered by marking a cross in one or more 
boxes, like this: 

If you need to change an answer, completely fill in the wrong box 
and put a cross in the box that you do want to answer, like this:

Some questions are answered by writing a number inside one or 
more boxes, like this:

Where there is more than one box, and your answer is just a single 
digit, you do not need to insert zeros in front of your answer:

If a box you have marked has a ‘Go to’ instruction alongside it:
...please go straight to the question indicated. In all other cases, just 
go to the next question.

Other questions will ask you to write your answer in the box provided. 
Please ensure that you print your answers like this:
Please do not write or make marks elsewhere on this form, 
except where indicated.

 Yes    → Continue
    No  → Go to Q10

The survey covers a range of subjects that are related to health and wellbeing. Some of these are sensitive or 
very personal. You do not have to answer any question you do not want to. Your answers will help improve the 
health of men and boys across Australia.

We intend to protect your anonymity and the confidentiality of your responses to the fullest possible extent, 
within the limits of the law.

If you are concerned about your physical or emotional health and would like some help, you may like to contact:
• your nearest Community Health Centre;
• your General Practitioner for advice about who would be the best person in your community for you to talk to;
• Lifeline 131 114 (local call). Available 24 hours.
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  years

If you are younger than 18, please stop here 
and call 1800 700 086 to discuss how you can 
participate in the Ten to Men study.

2.

Australia  
England  

New Zealand  
Italy  

Vietnam  
India  

Scotland  
Other (please specify):

3

3. In which country was your mother born?

Australia  
England  

New Zealand  
Italy  

Vietnam  
India  

Scotland  
Other (please specify):

4

Don’t know  

4.

Australia  
England  

New Zealand  
Italy  

Vietnam  
India  

Scotland  
Other (please specify):

5

Don’t know  

5. What language do you mainly speak at home?
(Mark one answer only)

English  
Italian  
Greek  

Cantonese  
Arabic  

Mandarin  
Vietnamese  

       Other (please specify):

6

6. How well do you speak English?

Very well  
Well  

Not well  
Not at all  

7. Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander origin?

No  
Aboriginal  

Torres Strait Islander  
Both  

8.

Never married  
Widowed  
Divorced  

Separated but not divorced  
Married/de facto  

OFFICE
USE ONLY OFFICE USE ONLY

5 643

In which country were you born?
asecobownm

asemocob1m

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1.

In which country was your father born?
asefacob1m

How old are you?

aseageownmd
aselanghoa

aseenghowa

aseatsi00m

What is your present marital status?
(Mark one answer only)

asfmarstaa
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YOUR HEALTH & WELLBEING
9.

Excellent Very good Good Fair Poor

10. This question is about activities you might do during a typical day.
Does your health now limit you in these activities? If so, how much?
(Mark one answer in each row)

Yes, limited
a lot

Yes, limited
a little

No, not limited
at allahssf122aa

Moderate activities, such as moving a table, 
pushing a vacuum cleaner, bowling, or playing golf

ahssf122ba 
Climbing several flights of stairs

11. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time have you had any of the following problems with your
work or other regular daily activities as a result of your physical health?
(Mark one answer in each row)

All of
the time

Most of
the time

Some of
the time

A little of
the time

None of
the time

Accomplished less
than you would like

ahssf123ba
Were limited in the kind of 

work or other activities

12. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time have you had any of the following problems with your
work or other regular daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling
depressed or anxious)?
(Mark one answer in each row)

All of
the time

Most of
the time

Some of
the time

A little of
the time

None of
the time

Accomplished less
than you would like

ahssf124ba 
Did work or other activities 

less carefully than usual

13.

Not at all A little bit Moderately Quite a bit Extremely

In general, would you say your health is: 

ahssf1201a

ahssf123aa

ahssf124aa

During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work (including both work 
outside the home and housework)?
ahssf1205a

lisa.carroll
Text Box
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14. How much of the time during the past 4 weeks:
(Mark one answer in each row)

All of
the time

Most of
the time

Some of
the time

A little of
the time

None of
the time

ahssf126aa 
Have you felt calm and peaceful

ahssf126ba 
Did you have a lot of energy

ahssf126ca 
Have you felt downhearted and blue

15.

All of
the time

Most of
the time

Some of
the time

A little of
the time

None of
the time

16. How often do you take each of the following over-the-counter medications?
(Mark the one closest answer in each row)

Never Less than 
monthly Monthly Weekly Daily or

almost dailyabdmedaspa 
Aspirin (e.g. Disprin, 
Aspro Clear, Solprin, 
Cardiprin, Astrix etc.)

abmednsaa
Non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory drugs 
(e.g. Ibuprofen, Nurofen, 

Advil, Naprosyn, 
Voltaren etc.)
abdmedooca

Other over-the-counter 
medications (e.g. Panadol, 

Panadeine etc.)

During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time have your physical health or emotional problems 
interfered with your social activities (like visiting with friends, relatives, etc.)?
ahssf1207a

lisa.carroll
Text Box
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17. Have you had the following health conditions?
For each health condition listed below, answer either YES or NO in both column 1 and column 2 below.

Yes  No Yes No

Eczema

Asthma

Emphysema or Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

Chronic bronchitis 

Arthritis

Cataract

Diabetes

Depression

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)

Other anxiety disorders

Schizophrenia

High cholesterol

High blood pressure

Heart attack

Heart failure

Angina

Stroke

Sleep apnoea (interruptions to breathing
while sleeping) 

Cancer

Column 1
Has a doctor or other

health professional ever
told you that you

had this condition?

Column 2
Have you been treated

for or had any symptoms
of this condition in the

past 12 months?

ahdeczmevg ahdeczm12g

ahdasthevg ahdasth12g

ahdcopdeva ahdcopd12a

ahdbroneva ahdbron12a

ahdarth12aahdartheva

ahdcataeva ahdcata12a

ahddiab12aahddiabeva 

ahddeprevg ahddepr12g

ahdptsdeva ahdptsd12a

ahdanxdeva ahdanxd12a

ahdschzevg ahdschz12g

ahdcholeva ahdchol12a

ahdhibpeva ahdhibp12a

ahdhrtaeva ahdhrta12a

ahdhrtfeva ahdhrtf12a

ahdangaeva ahdanga12a

ahdstroeva ahdstro12a

ahdslpaeva ahdslpa12a

ahdcanceva ahdcanc12a
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18. Have you ever had the following symptoms?
For each symptom listed below, answer either YES or NO.

Yes No
 Back pain, chronic back pain or sciatica

Wheezy breathing (when you don’t have a cold)

Cough with phlegm that has lasted at least 3 months for 2 consecutive years

19. Do	you	have	difficulty:
(Mark one answer in each row)

No – no 
difficulty

Yes – some 
difficulty

Yes – a lot of 
difficulty

Cannot do
at allahiwgss01g 

Seeing, even if wearing glasses
ahiwgss02g 

Hearing, even if using a hearing aid
ahiwgss03g 

Walking or climbing steps
ahiwgss04g 

Remembering or concentrating 

With self-care such as washing all over or dressing
ahiwgss06g

Understanding or being understood while using 
your usual (customary) language

If you have access to scales and a tape measure please use them for the following measurements. 

20. How tall are you without shoes?

OR feet & inches

21. How much do you weigh?

OR stones & pounds OR pounds only

Don’t know 

Don’t know 

ahdsxwbevg
ahdsxpceva

ahiwgss05g

centimetres 

kilograms 

ahdsxbpeva

ahdsxhfevgHay fever 

abwhghtcmmd

abwwghtkgmd
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22.

An acceptable weight  
Underweight  

Overweight  

23. Are you:

Under 50 years old   → Go to Q26
50 years or over  → Continue

24. Over the past 4 weeks, have you:
(Mark one answer in each row)

Yes Noahpipssm1a 
Had the sensation of not emptying 
your bladder completely after you  

Had to urinate again less than two hours 
after you finished urinating 

Found you stopped and started again 
several times when you urinated

Found it difficult to postpone urinating

Had a weak urinary stream

Had to push or strain to begin urinating

25. Over the past 4 weeks, how many times did you
most typically get up to urinate from the time
you went to bed until the time you got up in
the morning?
(Mark one answer only)

None  
Once  
Twice  

3 times  
4 times  

5 or more times  

EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

26. Do you currently live with the physical or mental
effects of an injury?
ahimsipmeg
An “injury” is damage to the body or brain caused by
an external force (e.g. a broken leg or memory loss
from accidentally falling over or being pushed).

Yes   → Continue
No  → Go to Q31

27. Do the effects of an injury currently limit you in
performing your duties and activities (e.g. going
to work or school, doing work around the
house, etc.)?

Yes, fully  
Yes, but only partially  

No  

If you currently live with the physical or mental effects of 
more than one injury, think about the most severe injury 

for questions 28, 29 and 30.

28.

Please write year here: 

29. When this injury occurred, did you receive
medical treatment for this injury outside your
household (e.g. at an emergency department,
doctor’s clinic, health centre, etc.)?

Yes  
No  

30. Was this injury an accident, did someone else
hurt you deliberately, or did you deliberately
hurt yourself?

It was an accident (unintentional)  
Someone else did it to me deliberately (intentional)  

I did it to myself deliberately (self-inflicted)  
Don’t know  

Do you consider yourself to be: 
abwwghtprm

aseageu50a

ahpipssm4a

ahpipssm5a

ahpipssm6a

ahpipssm7a

ahimsilmtg

In what year did the injury occur?
ahimsiagea

ahimsimtxg

ahimsiaccg

ahpipssm3a

ahpipssm2a
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31.

Not at all willing 
to take risks

Very willing to
take risks

0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

YOUR LIFESTYLE

32. In the past week, how many times have you
walked continuously, for at least 10 minutes, for
recreation, exercise or leisure?
Do not include walking as a means of transport.

 times 

abpwalkl2a              None  → Go to Q34

33. What do you estimate was the total time
that you spent walking in this way
in the past week?

In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

34. In the past week, how many times have you
walked continuously, for at least 10 minutes, as
a means of transport or to get to or from places?
Do not include walking for recreation, exercise
or leisure.

 times

None  → Go to Q36

35. What do you estimate was the total time
that you spent walking in this way
in the past week?

In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

36. In the past week, how many times did you do
any vigorous gardening or heavy work around
the yard which made you breathe harder or
puff and pant?

 times
abpvgard1a 

abpvgard2a None  → Go to Q38

37. What do you estimate was the total
time that you spent doing vigorous
gardening or heavy work around the
yard in the past week?

In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

For questions 38, 39, 40 and 41, please do not include 
time spent doing household chores, gardening or 

working in the yard.

38. In the past week, how many times did you do
any vigorous physical activity which made you
breathe harder or puff and pant (e.g. jogging,
cycling, aerobics, competitive tennis, etc.)?

 times

None  → Go to Q40

39. What do you estimate was the total
time that you spent doing this vigorous
physical activity in the past week?

In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

40. In the past week, how many times did you do
any other more moderate physical activities that
you have not already mentioned on this page
(e.g. gentle swimming, social tennis, golf, etc.)?

 times
abpmodpa1a 

abpmodpa2a              None → Go to Q42

41. What do you estimate was the total time
that you spent doing these activities
in the past week?

In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

How do you see yourself?  Are you generally a person who is fully prepared to take risks or do you try to 
avoid taking risks?
Please mark a box on the scale below that best indicates your level of willingness to take risks. The value 0 means 
“Not at all willing to take risks” and the value 10 means “Very willing to take risks”.
abrrisktkg

abpwalkl1a

abpwalkl3a abpwalkl4a

abpwalkt1a 

abpwalkt2a

abpwalkt3a abpwalkt4a

abpvgard3a abpvgard4a

abpvigpa1a

abpvigpa2a

abpvigpa3a abpvigpa4a

abpmodpa3a abpmodpa4a
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For questions 42 and 43, please also include study
as a form of work.

42. How many hours a day do you spend sitting
down on a usual work and non-work day?

Include, for example, all time spent sitting down
while at home, at work, at other places or while
getting from place to place during the day, such as
travelling, visiting friends, watching TV or sitting at
a desk or computer.

If you are currently not working or studying, write
0 for a usual work day, and fill in your time spent
sitting for a usual non-work day.

Usual work day:

In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

Usual non-work day:
 

In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

43. How many hours a day do you spend outdoors
during daylight hours on a usual work and
non-work day?

Include, for example, the time you spent in the
garden, walking outdoors, or any other work and
non-work related outdoor activities during
daylight hours.

If you are currently not working or studying write
0 for usual work day and fill in your time spent
outdoors for a usual non-work day.

Time outdoors in summer 

Usual work day: 
absoutswhad
In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

Usual non-work day:
absoutsnhad
In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

Time outdoors in winter

Usual work day:
absoutwwhad
In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

Usual non-work day: 
absoutwnhad
In hours and minutes:  hours and  minutes

44. If you went out in the sun without any protection
in summer for 30 minutes during the middle of
the day, would you:

Just burn and not tan afterwards  
Burn first and then tan afterwards  

Not burn at all, just tan  

When answering questions 45 and 46, please refer to 
the Show Card in the Study Information booklet that 

came with your study materials.  

45. About how many serves of fruit do you
usually eat each day?

By “fruit”, we mean tinned, frozen, dried or fresh
fruit, but not fruit juice.  Some examples of a serve
of fruit are 1 medium-sized piece of fruit such as
an apple, 2 small fruits like a kiwi fruit, 1 cup diced/
canned fruit or 1½ tablespoons of dried fruit.

Number of serves of fruit each day: 
(Write 0 if you eat less than one serve a day)

46. About how many serves of vegetables do you
usually eat each day?

A serve is for example 1 potato (not counting chips/
fries), or 1 cup of salad vegetables, or ½ cup cooked
vegetables, or ½ cup cooked dried beans
(e.g. peas, or lentils).

Number of serves of vegetables each day: 
(Write 0 if you eat less than one serve a day)

abpsituwhad

abssunbura

abnfruit0m

abnveg000m

abpsitnwhad
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This section asks about smoking, alcohol and drug use. 
This information will help researchers better understand 
the relationship between lifestyle and men’s health. You 
do not have to answer any question you don’t want to – 

just skip to the next question or section.

48.

No  
Yes, I have smoked, but

fewer than 100 cigarettes in my life  
Yes, I have smoked more than

100 cigarettes in my life  

49.

 I was  years old

50.
Yes   → Go to Q53
No  → Continue

→ Go to Q54

→ Continue

OFFICE USE ONLY

7 8

51. How old were you when you last
stopped smoking?

            I was  years old

52. On average, when you were still
smoking, how many cigarettes
did you smoke per day or per week?

cigarettes per day: 

OR

cigarettes per week: 

53.

cigarettes per day: 

OR

cigarettes per week: 

→ Go to Q54

47. How often do you take each of the following?
(Mark the one closest answer in each row)

Never Less than 
monthly

Monthly Weekly Daily or 
almost 
daily

Fish Oil or Omega 3

abdsupglua 
Glucosamine

Calcium

Vitamin D 
abdsupmvia 
Multivitamins

Other vitamin/supplement 1
(Please specify)

Other vitamin/supplement 2
(Please specify)

7

8

abdsupfioa

abdsupcala

abdsupvida

abdsupo1fa
abdsupo1ta

abdsupo2faabdsupo2ta

Have you ever smoked even part of a 
cigarette?  abtcigevaa

How	old	were	you	when	you	first 
started smoking?
abtcigagem

Do you currently smoke?

abtcignowa

abtcigenda

abtcigxpdad

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke 
per day or per week?
abtcigspdad
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

54.

Yes  → Continue

Yes, but just a sip or taste   
No  

→ Go to Q62

55. How	old	were	you	when	you	first	began	drinking
more than just a sip or a taste of alcohol?

        I was 

abaalcagem  
years old

56. How often did you have an alcoholic drink of any
kind in the past 12 months?

Every day
4 to 6 days a week
2 to 3 days a week

Once a week  → Continue
2 to 3 days a month

About 1 day a month 
Less often than 1 day a month

Never in the past 12 months  → Go to Q62

59. How often during the past 12 months have you:
(Mark the one closest answer in each row)

Never Less than 
Monthly Weekly

Daily or
almost daily

Found that you were not able to stop drinking 
once you had started

Failed to do what was normally expected from 
you because of your drinking

Needed an alcoholic drink in the morning to get 
yourself going after a heavy drinking session

Had a feeling of guilt or regret after drinking
Been unable to remember what happened the 

night before because you had been drinking

57. How many standard drinks do you typically have
on a day when you are drinking alcohol?

For standard drink size, please refer to the
examples/pictures of drink sizes in the Study
Information booklet that came with your
study materials.

1 or 2  
3 or 4  
5 or 6  
7 to 9  

10 or more  

58. How often do you have 6 or more drinks on
one occasion?
(Mark the one closest answer below)

Never  
Less than monthly  

Monthly  
Weekly  

Daily or almost daily  

Have you ever had an alcoholic drink of any kind?
abaalcevag

abaalcp12m

abaadt002m

abaadt003g

monthly 
abaadt004g

abaadt005g

abaadt006g

abaadt007g

abaadt008g
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60.

No  
Yes, but not in the past 12 months  

Yes, during the past 12 months  

61. Has a relative, friend, doctor or other health worker been concerned about your drinking, or
suggested you cut down?

No  
Yes, but not in the past 12 months  

Yes, during the past 12 months  

EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

62. How many times, if ever, have you smoked or used marijuana/cannabis (grass, hash, dope, pot):
(Mark one answer in each row)

None Once or
twice

3 _ 5
times

6 _ 9
times

10 _ 19
times

20 _ 39
times

40 or more
timesabdmarupyg 

62a. In the past year
62b. In your lifetime

63. How many times, if ever, have you used or taken amphetamines (speed, crystal methamphetamine,
methamphetamine, ice) other than for medical reasons:
(Mark one answer in each row)

None Once or
twice

3 _ 5
times

6 _ 9
times

10 _ 19
times

20 _ 39
times

40 or more
timesabdamphpya 

63a. In the past year

64. How many times, if ever, have you used or taken ecstasy (E, ecci, X, bickies):
(Mark one answer in each row)

None Once or
twice

3 _ 5
times

6 _ 9
times

10 _ 19
times

20 _ 39
times

40 or more
timesabdecstpya 

64a. In the past year

65. How many times, if ever, have you used or taken cocaine:
(Mark one answer in each row)

None Once or
twice

3 _ 5
times

6 _ 9
times

10 _ 19
times

20 _ 39
times

40 or more
timesabdcokepya 

65a. In the past year

66. How many times, if ever, have you used or taken heroin (smack, horse, H):
(Mark one answer in each row)

None Once or
twice

3 _ 5
times

6 _ 9
times

10 _ 19
times

20 _ 39
times

40 or more
timesabdheropya 

66a. In the past year
66b. In your lifetime

Have you or has someone else been injured as a result of your drinking?

abaadt009g

abaadt010g

abdmarulfa

63b. In your lifetime 
abdamphlfa

64b. In your lifetime 
abdecstlfa

65b. In your lifetime 
abdcokelfa

abdherolfa
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67. How many times, if ever, have you used opiates (narcotics) such as methadone, morphine, or pethidine
other than for medical reasons:
(Mark one answer in each row)

None Once or
twice

3 _ 5
times

6 _ 9
times

10 _ 19
times

20 _ 39
times

40 or more
timesabdopiopya 

67a. In the past year 
67b. In your lifetime

68. Have you ever injected illegal drugs?

Yes  

No  

If you would like to talk to someone about drug and alcohol issues, you can ring
Lifeline on 131 114 (local call)

YOUR VIEWS & FEELINGS

69. On	a	scale	of	0	to	10	where	0	means	you	feel	“Completely	dissatisfied”,	10	means	you	feel	“Completely
satisfied”	and	5	means	you	feel	“Neutral”,	neither	satisfied	nor	dissatisfied,	how	satisfied	are	you	with:
(Mark one answer in each row)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Your standard of living

Your health
awlpwi003a 

What you are achieving in life

awlpwi004a 
Your personal relationships

awlpwi005a 
How safe you feel

awlpwi006a 
Feeling part of your community

awlpwi007a 
Your future security

Your job

Completely
dissatisfied

Completely
satisfiedNeutral

abdopiolfa

abdinjecta

awlpwi001a

awlpwi002a

awlpwijoba
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70. Thinking about your own actions, feelings and beliefs, how much do you personally
agree or disagree with each statement.

There are no right or wrong answers - you should just give the responses that most accurately describe your
personal actions, feelings and beliefs. It is best if you respond with your first impression when answering.
(Mark one answer in each row)

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Agree   Strongly
    agree

asgcm2201g 
My work/school is the most important part of my life

asgcm2202g 
I make sure people do as I say

asgcm2203g 
In general, I do not like risky situations

asgcm2204g 
It would be awful if someone thought I was gay

asgcm2205g 
I love it when men are in charge of women

asgcm2206g 
I like to talk about my feelings

asgcm2207g 
I would feel good if I had many sexual partners

asgcm2208g 
It is important to me that people think I am heterosexual

asgcm2209g 
I believe that violence is never justified

asgcm2210g 
I tend to share my feelings

asgcm2211g 
I should be in charge

asgcm2212g 
I would hate to be important

asgcm2213g 
Sometimes violent action is necessary

asgcm2214g 
I don’t like giving all my attention to work/school

asgcm2215g 
More often than not, losing does not bother me

asgcm2216g 
If I could, I would frequently change sexual partners

asgcm2217g 
I never do things to be an important person

asgcm2218g 
I never ask for help

asgcm2219g 
I enjoy taking risks

asgcm2220g 
Men and women should respect each other as equals

asgcm2221g 
Winning is the most important thing

asgcm2222g It 
bothers me when I have to ask for help
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71. Over the past 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems?
(Mark one answer in each row)

Not
at all

Several
days

More than
half the days

Nearly
every dayawdph9i01a 

Little interest or pleasure in doing things

awdph9i02a 
Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless

awdph9i03a 
Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much

awdph9i04a 
Feeling tired or having little energy

awdph9i05a 
Poor appetite or overeating

awdph9i06a 
Feeling bad about yourself or that you are a failure or

have let your family down
Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading the

newspaper or watching television

Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could have 
noticed. Or the opposite – being so fidgety or restless that you 

have been moving around a lot more than usual
awdph9i09a 

Thoughts that you would be better off dead,
or of hurting yourself in some way

		IF	“Not	at	all”	in	every row, GO TO question 73, otherwise continue.

72. If	you	experienced	any	of	the	problems	above,	how	difficult	have	these	problems	made	it	for	you	to	do
your work, take care of things at home, or get along with people?
(Mark one answer only)

Not difficult at all  
Somewhat difficult  

Very difficult  
Extremely difficult  

EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

Sometimes people feel so depressed about the future that they may consider hurting themselves or attempting 
suicide. The next questions are about attempted suicide. You do not have to answer any question you do not want 

to - just skip to the next question or section.

73. Have you ever seriously thought about killing yourself?

Yes  
No  

74. Have you ever made a plan about how you would kill yourself?

Yes  
No  

75.
Yes  → Continue
No   → Go to Q78

76. In what year was your most recent attempt to kill yourself?

Please write year here: 

 awdph9i07a

awdph9i08a

awdph9i10a

awssuthevm

awssuplevm

Have you ever tried to kill yourself?
awssuatevm

awssuatmra
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77. Which one of the three statements best
describes your situation when you made your
most recent suicide attempt?

I made a serious attempt to kill myself
and it was only luck that I did not die  

I tried to kill myself, but knew that the 
method was not fool-proof  

My attempt was a cry for help.
I did not intend to die  

If you would like to talk to someone about these 
issues you can ring Lifeline on 131 114 (local call)

RELATIONSHIPS & SEX

78.

I’m attracted only to females  
I’m attracted to females and males  

I’m attracted only to males  
I’m not sure whom I am attracted to  

I don’t feel any attraction to others  

79.

Heterosexual  
Bisexual  

Homosexual  
Not sure  

Other  

80. Have you ever had sex with someone?
That is, vaginal sex, oral sex, or anal sex.

Yes  → Continue

No   → Go to Q87

81.

I was  years OR

Haven’t had oral sex:  

82. How	old	were	you	when	you	first	had	vaginal	or
anal sex with someone?
Write your age in years.

I was  years OR

Haven’t had vaginal or anal sex:  

83. So far in your life, how many people have you
had sex with (vaginal, oral or anal sex)?

Please include everyone you have ever had vaginal,
oral or anal sex with, whether it was just once, a few
times, or with a regular partner (e.g. spouse or
life partner).

Be as accurate as you can: give your best estimate
if you can’t remember exactly.  Write in the number
for female partners and male partners.  Write 0 if
you have not had sex with a person of a
particular gender.

females:   males: 

84. In the past 12 months, how many of these were
new partners who you had sex with for the
first time?
(Write in the number for female partners and male
partners; Write 0 if none.)

abxsexnfya      abxsexnmya 

females:   males: 

85. If you currently have a regular sexual partner,
which of the following best describes this
sexual relationship?
(Mark one answer only)

My partner and I have sex only with each other
My partner and I both have sex with other people

I have sex with other people but my partner doesn’t
My partner has sex with other people but I don’t

Don’t currently have a regular sexual partner

awssumintm

Which of these statements best describes your 
sexual feelings at this time in your life?
asgsexfeeg

Do you think of yourself as: 
asgsexperg

abxsexevaa

How	old	were	you	when	you	first	had	oral	sex 
with someone?

abxsexonog

abxsexpayg

abxsexpnog

abxsexnfla abxsexnmla

abxsexrela

abxsexoayg
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86. In the past 12 months, have you experienced
any of the following for a period of 3 months
or longer?
(Mark one answer in each row)

Yes No
Lacked interest in having sex

ahxsexenja 
Lacked enjoyment in sex

ahxsexanxa 
Felt anxious during sex

ahxsexfppa 
Felt physical pain as a result of sex

ahxsexexca 
Felt no excitement or arousal during sex

ahxsexclia 
Did not reach a climax (experience an 
orgasm) or took a long time to reach a 
climax despite feeling excited/aroused

ahxsexqcka 
Reached a climax (experienced an

orgasm) more quickly than you would like
ahxsexerea 

Had trouble getting or keeping an erection

EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

All relationships go through good and bad times but 
people often don’t talk about it. We would like to know if 

you have experienced any of the following
in a relationship. You do not have to answer any 

question you do not want to.

87. As an adult, have you ever experienced any of
the following?
(Mark one answer in each row)

asipvvfria Yes No 
Have you ever felt frightened or anxious

because of the behaviour of a partner
asipvvhrta

Have you ever been hit, slapped, 
kicked or otherwise physically hurt 
by a partner when they were angry

asipvvsexa
Has a partner ever forced you

to have sex or made you engage in 
any sexual activity you did not want

88. As an adult, how have you behaved towards a
past or present partner?
(Mark one answer in each row) Yes Noasipvpfria 
Have you ever behaved in a manner

that has made a partner feel
frightened or anxious

asipvphrta 
Have you ever hit, slapped, kicked 

or otherwise physically hurt a 
partner when you were angry

Have you ever forced a
partner to have sex or made
them engage in any sexual

activity they did not want 

If you would like to talk to someone about these 
issues, you can ring Lifeline

on 131 114 (local call)

HOME & WORK LIFE
89a. How many children (including adult children)

do you have?
Include biological, step and adopted children.

   Number of children: 
asfchnumba 

→ Continue

None  
asfchnonea       

→ Go to Q93

89b. How many of these children are aged under
18 years?

asfch18nua 
→ Continue

None   
asfch18noa       

→ Go to Q93

90. Do any of these children aged under 18 years
sometimes or always live elsewhere?

By “sometimes live elsewhere” we mean sleep
elsewhere at least one night a week.

Yes, sometimes live elsewhere  

Yes, always live elsewhere  

No, always live with me  → Go to Q93

→ Continue  

Number of children
aged under 18 years:

ahxsexinta

asipvpsexa

asfch18lea
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Answer questions 91 and 92 if you have biological or 
adopted children aged under 18 who sometimes or always 

live elsewhere. Otherwise, go to question 93.

91. Thinking about the role you have in your child’s/
children’s life, how involved would you like to be?
(Mark one answer only)

A lot more involved  
A little more involved  

My level of involvement is about right  
A little less involved  
Much less involved  

92. How	satisfied	are	you	with	current	arrangements
for the custody of your child/children?
(Mark one answer only)

Completely satisfied  
Somewhat satisfied  

Somewhat dissatisfied  
Completely dissatisfied  

EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER 

93. How many bedrooms are there in your home?

Number of bedrooms: 
(Write 0 if none, e.g. studio apartment, caravan, etc.)

94. Is this home:

95. How much does your household pay for
this home?

Include things like:
• rent and mortgage repayments
• site fees if the home is a caravan in a

caravan park.

Exclude things like:
• water rates, council rates, repairs, maintenance
  and other fees.    

Amount: $  .00  

Per week  
Per fortnight  

Per month  

Not applicable -  Nil payments  

Owned outright  
Owned with a mortgage  

Being purchased under a
rent/buy scheme  

Being rented  
Being occupied rent-free  

Other   

96. How many people usually live in your home?
Count all children and adults, including yourself.

Number of people: 

97. Which of these categories contains the
combined income in your household,
before tax and other deductions are taken out,
during	the	last	financial	year;	that	is
July 2012 to June 2013.

Please include all income sources (including
wages, investments and government pensions and
benefits). If you live in a shared or group house
please just mark your own income.

Weekly  Per Year

$3,840 or more OR $200,000 or more

$2,880 - $3,839 OR $150,000 - $199,999

$2,400 - $2,879 OR $125,000 - $149,999

$1,920 - $2,399 OR $100,000 - $124,999

$1,530 - $1,919 OR $80,000 - $99,999

$1,150 - $1,529 OR $60,000 - $79,999

$960 - $1,149 OR $50,000 - $59,999

$770 - $959 OR $40,000 - $49,999

$580 - $769 OR $30,000 - $39,999

$380 - $579 OR $20,000 - $29,999

$190 - $379    OR $10,000 - $19,999

$1 - 189  OR $1 - $9,999

Nil income 

Negative income  

Don’t know 

asfchlihia

asfchcusta

ashhmbedng

ashhmown1a

ashhmpay4ad

asf1hmppla

aseinccoma
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98. Over the past 12 months did any of the following
happen to you because of a shortage of money?
(Mark one answer in each row)

Yes No

Could not fill or collect
a prescription medicine

Could not get a medical test, treatment,
or follow-up that was recommended

by a doctor

Limited how much fruit or
vegetables you ate

Could not pay electricity, gas or
telephone bills on time

Could not pay the mortgage or
rent on time

Asked for financial help from
friends or family

99. Are you currently:

Employed/working for profit or pay   → Continue
Unemployed and looking for work    

Neither working nor looking for work 

100. Do you currently have more than one paid job?

Yes  
No  

101. What is your current occupation
(in your main job)? 

Job title (including award/Government classification 
if possible, e.g. secondary school teacher, metal 
engineering process worker, commercial property 
cleaner, registered nurse, etc.):

Main duties/tasks:

→ Go to Q110 
on page 21

102. What is the main business, industry or service 
of your employer? If you are self-employed, 
what is the main business, industry or service of 
your business? 
(Mark one answer only)

Accommodation and food services  
Administrative and support services  

Agriculture, forestry and fishing  
Arts and recreation services  

Construction  
Education and training  

Electricity, gas, water and waste services  
Financial and insurance services  

Health care and social assistance  
Information media and telecommunications  

Manufacturing  
Mining  

Personal and other services  
Professional, scientific and technical services  

Public administration and safety  
Rental, hiring and real estate services  

Retail trade  
Transport, postal and warehousing  

Wholesale trade  
Other (please specify):

9

103a. Last week, how many hours did you work in 
 your main job?

Write the number of hours here:  hours
last week

103b. Last week, how many hours did you work
in all jobs?

Write the number of hours here:  hours
last week

104. If you could choose the number of hours you 
work each week, and taking into account how 
that would affect your income, would you
prefer to work:

Fewer hours than you do now  
About the same number of hours as you do now  

More hours than you do now  

OFFICE USE ONLY
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asefs1prea

asefs2meda

asefs3frva

asefs4bila

asefs5houa

asefs6hela

aseemplsta

aseempmt1a

aseempindad

aseemphmja

aseemphaja

aseemphpra

aseempoc2d
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105. What is your form of employment in your
main job?
(Mark the one answer that fits best)

Permanent or ongoing  
Casual or temporary  
Fixed-term contract

(i.e. employed for specific period of time)  
Self-employed, not employing others  

Self-employed and also employing others  

106. Do you get paid sick and annual leave in your 
main job?

Yes  
No  

107. The following statements are about your current (main) job. Please indicate, by crossing one box on each 
row, how strongly you agree or disagree with each statement. 

The more you agree, the higher the number of the box you should cross. The more you disagree, the lower the 
number of the box you should cross. (Mark one answer in each row)

Strongly
disagree

Strongly 
agree

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

My job is more stressful than
I had ever imagined

I fear that the amount of stress in my job 
will make me physically ill

I get paid fairly for the things I do in my job

I have a secure future in my job
The company I work for will still be

in business 5 years from now

I worry about the future of my job

My job is complex and difficult
My job often requires me to

learn new skills
I use many of my skills and abilities

in my current job

I have a lot of freedom to decide
how I do my own work

I have a lot of say about what
happens on my job

I have a lot of freedom to decide
when I do my work

aseemptmja

aseempmjla

aswjqmi01a

aswjqmi02a

aswjqmi03a

aswjqmi04a

aswjqmi05a

aswjqmi06a

aswjqmi07a

aswjqmi08a

aswjqmi09a

aswjqmi10a

aswjqmi11a

aswjqmi12a
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108. Does your main job include night shift work?  
Yes  
No  

109. How would you describe your current level of 
physical activity at work on a normal workday?  

Physically inactive/sitting most of the time  
Moderately active for a total of at least

30 minutes every day  
Vigorously active for a total of at least

20 minutes on three or more days per week  

EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER 

110. Are you attending a school or any other 
educational institution (including distance 
education)?

No  
Yes, full-time student  

Yes, part-time student  

111. What is the highest year of secondary school 
you have completed?
Do not include a year started but not actually 
completed.

Did not go to secondary school  
Year 7 or equivalent  
Year 8 or equivalent  
Year 9 or equivalent  

Year 10 or equivalent  
Year 11 or equivalent  
Year 12 or equivalent  

112. After leaving school, what is the highest 
qualification	you	have	completed? 
(Mark one answer only)

Have not attempted any additional qualifications  

Begun, but have not completed any additional
qualification yet  

Trade certificate  

Non-trade certificate  

Associate Diploma  

Undergraduate Diploma  

Bachelor Degree  

Master’s Degree, Postgraduate Degree or
Postgraduate Diploma  

Doctorate  
Other (please specify):

10

THIS COLUMN LEFT BLANK
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aseempnswa

aseemppawa

aseeduscha

aseeduco1a

aseeduco4a
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113. In the past 12 months, have you experienced any of the following events?
Some of the events may not be relevant to you. If this is the case, please mark the ‘No’ box.
(Mark one answer in each row)

Yes No

Serious personal injury, illness or surgery 

A serious illness, injury or assault happened to a close relative/friend

Break-up of a serious relationship/divorce/separation

Getting married (or starting to live with someone)

Infidelity of partner or spouse

Becoming a father for the first time 

Serious conflict with a member of your family

Death of partner, spouse or close family member

Experienced the loss of a child (e.g. death, stillbirth, miscarriage, termination)

Leaving home for the first time 

Child or family member leaving home 

Starting your first job

Difficulty finding a job

Loss of job or looking for work unsuccessfully for a long time

Starting retirement

Bankruptcy (personal or business) 

Natural disaster (fire, flood, drought, earthquake, etc.) 

Major loss or damage to personal property

Being a victim of sexual assault

Being a victim of physical violence

Legal troubles or involvement in a court case

Buying a house

Moving house

Becoming a carer for someone

114. Do you participate in any ongoing community service activity?
(e.g. volunteering at a school, coaching a sports team or working with a church or neighbourhood
association, etc.)

Yes  
No  

115. Are you currently an active member of a sporting, hobby or community-based club or association? 

Yes  
No  

aslpinj12a

aslfinj12a

aslsplt12a

aslmari12a

aslinfi12a

asldadf12a

aslconf12a

asldief12a

aslchlo12a

aslnhm112a

aslnhm212a

asljobf12a

asljobd12a

asljobl12a

asljobr12a

aslfinc12a

aslndis12a

aslloss12a

aslvisx12a

aslvipv12a

asllegt12a

aslnhm312a

aslnhm412a

aslcare12a

asicomsera

asicommema
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116. In general, how often do you attend events that bring people together such as fetes, festivals or other 
community events? 

Never  
Rarely  

Occasionally  
Sometimes  

Often  
Very often  

117. How often do you attend religious services (such as going to church, temple, mosque, or other religious 
institutions or activities)?

Never  
About once or twice a year  

About once every few months  
About once or twice a month  

About once a week or more often  

118. How important is religion or spirituality in your life?

Extremely important  
Very important  

Somewhat important  
Not very important  
Not important at all  

119. About how many close friends and close relatives do you have (people you feel at ease with and can talk 
to about what is on your mind)?   

Write in the total number of close friends/relatives here: 

120. People sometimes look to others for companionship, assistance, or other types of support. How often is 
each of the following kinds of support available to you if you need it?
(Mark one answer in each row)

None of 
the time

A little of 
the time

Some of 
the time

Most of 
the time

All of 
the time

Someone you can count on to listen to you when you need to talk

Someone to give you good advice about a crisis

Someone to give you information to help you
understand a situation

Someone to confide in or talk to about yourself or your problems

Someone whose advice you really want

Someone to share your most private worries and fears with

Someone to turn to for suggestions about how to deal with a 
personal problem

Someone who understands your problems

asicomevta

asirelserm

asirelimpg

asimosi01a

asimosi03a

asimosi04a

asimosi08a

asimosi09a

asimosi13a

asimosi16a

asimosi17a

asimosi19a
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121. Over the past two years how often have you 
experienced discrimination?

Very often  
Fairly often  

Occasionally  
Rarely  
Never  

USE OF HEALTH SERVICES

122. Excluding any time spent in hospital, have you 
consulted any of these health professionals for 
your own health in the past 12 months?
(Mark all that apply)

A family doctor/General Practitioner (GP)  

Specialist doctor  

Aboriginal Health Worker  

Accredited counsellor  

Acupuncturist  

Alcohol and drug worker  

Audiologist/Audiometrist  

Chemist/Pharmacist (for advice only)  

Chiropodist/Podiatrist  

Chiropractor  

Dentist  

Diabetes educator  

Dietitian/Nutritionist  

Herbalist  

Hypnotherapist  

Naturopath  

Nurse  

Occupational therapist  

Optician/Optometrist  

Osteopath  

Physiotherapist/Hydrotherapist  

Psychologist  

Social worker/Welfare officer  

Speech therapist/Speech pathologist  

Other (please specify):

11
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11 12

123. How often do you see your family doctor just for 
a check up? That is, not because you are sick or 
injured, but to check on your general health.

More than once a year  
Once a year  

Less frequently  
Never  

124. Do you have private health insurance (does not 
include Medicare)? 

Yes  

No  

125. In the past 12 months, was there any time that 
you needed health care but could not get it?

Yes  → Continue

No  → Go to Q127

126. Thinking about the most recent time, what were 
the reasons you could not get the health care 
you needed? 
(Mark all that apply)

No service available in area at time needed  
Waiting time too long/no appointments  

Not taking new patients  
Cost  

Decided not to seek care/didn’t bother  
Personal or family responsibilities/too busy  

Transportation problems  
Language problems  

Other (please specify):

12

asidis2yra

ausgp012ma

aussdr12ma
ausahw12ma

auscou12ma
ausacc12ma

ausdac12ma
ausaud12ma

auspha12ma
auspod12ma

auschi12ma

ausden12ma
ausdia12ma
ausdie12ma

ausher12ma
aushyp12ma

ausnat12ma
ausnur12ma

ausocc12ma
ausopt12ma

ausost12ma
ausphy12ma

auspsy12ma
aussow12ma

ausspt12ma
ausohp1pya 

ausgp0frqa

auaphihava

auahcu12ma

auahcur01a
auahcur02a
auahcur03a
auahcur04a
auahcur05a
auahcur06a
auahcur07a
auahcur08a

auahcur09a
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

127. In general, do you prefer to see a male doctor?
Yes, always  

Yes, but only for certain things  
No, always prefer a female doctor  

Don’t care  

128. When you have a health concern what do you do first to seek information 
(not including searching for contact details to make an appointment with 
a doctor or similar)?
(Mark one answer only)

I ask a friend  
I ask my partner/spouse  

I ask other family members  
I see a doctor or nurse  
I search on the internet  

Other   
I don’t seek any information  

I never have health concerns  

129. Who usually makes your medical appointments?
(Mark one answer only)

I do it myself  
My partner/spouse makes them for me  

Other family members make them for me  
Someone else makes them for me 

130. Please indicate whether the following statements are true or false for you:
(Mark one answer in each row)

True False

I only go to the doctor when I feel unwell

I generally avoid talking about my health

My health is important to me

It is easy to find trustworthy health information, if I need to 

I am never sick

I worry about my health

I actively look after my health

I only go to the doctor when pushed to do so 

aupmaledra

aklinfos1ad

ausmedap1a

aupstdruwa

aupstavtka

aupstheima

aupsteinfa

aupstnscka

aupstwohea

aupstlohea

aupstgopua
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Did we miss anything?
If you have any other information or comments you would like to 

share with us please write them in the space below.

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for completing this survey

OFFICE USE ONLY
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